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ABSTRACT

With intention to establish the latent morphological characteristics of young
grown-up women, the data have been obtained on the sample of 308 female exami-
nees, at age from 19 to 27 years, The set of 33 morphological measures was choscn
SO as to cover the first level of the structural model, which presumes that the vari-
ability and covariability of mor phological characteristtcs depend upon the latcnt
generator, responsible for the longitudinal dimensionality of the skeleton, transver-
sal dimensionality of the skeleton, body's volume and mass and the body fat. The
structurs, ot morphological charactertstrcs was obtained using principal component
analysis with the number of cornponents fixed first to 4 and than to 5. The two
initial solutions were transforrned into the orthoblique. Well defined factor of the
skeleton's longitudinal dimensionalrty was identified, in the four-dtmesional as well
as in the five-dimensional solu tion. The body fat factor, identified in the four-
-dirnensional solution, and in the system of five mcrphological factors has been
divided in two. particular, mutually highlyconnected factors: the generator of 'lCCU-

mulation of body fat on the trunk and the generator of accumulation of bodv fal
on the extremities. The factor of circular body dimensionality, isolated in the four-
'-dimensional space together with sorne transversal measures of trunk and extre-
mities, has, in the system of five morphological factors, been divided into two. par-
ticular modalities: the mesomorphic variation and the gynornorphic variation of
voluminosity's factor. In both solutions a subcomponent of skeleton's transversal
dimensionality was isolateđ, defined by cephalometric variables. The factor of trasver-
sal dimensionality of skeleton has not been isolated in the Iour-dimensional, neither
in the Iive-dimensional solution.

Problem

The latent structure of anthropomet-
ric characteristics has been defined by
various methods, based on the models of
the component and factor analysis. But,
those research-works were more often
done on the males than females. The
nurnber of researches which include the
latent structure analysis of anthropo-
metric characteristics in women's popu-
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lation of Yugoslavia can be deduced to
a number of few. Momirović'" has, on
the basis of 45 anthropornetric vartables,
on the sarnple of more than 4.000 exa-
minees of both sexes, at age from 12 to
22 years, and with the method of ite-
rative mu ltigroup Iactor analysis, defi-
ned the existence of four latent anthro-
pometric dimensions: the longitudinal
dimensionality of the skeleton, the volu-
me and mass of the body, the transver-
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sal dimensionality of the skeleton and
the body fat. Same time later, the same
author" has, on the sample of 21 year-
-old exarnineees of both sexes, marked
four factors of the morphological varia-
bility: the longitudinal dimensionality
of the skeleton, the circular dirnensio-
nality of the body, the dimensionality of
the joint, extrernities and head, as well
as the quantity of subcutaneous body
fat. The comparative analysis of males
and females, done in above-rnentioned
research-works, has shown the differen-
ces between sexes in the correlations of
latent dirnensrons. Kurelić at al.2Q have
established, on the basis of 17 anthro-
pometric measures and on 3.400 exami-
nees of both sexes, the existence of three
Iactors: the longitud inal dimensionality
of the skeleton, the volume and mass of
the body and the subcutaneous body tat,
but with differences in the intercorre-
lation of latent dimensions regarding the
s-ex and age of the examinees. On the
sarnple of 17 years-old gir ls Bala'" mea-
sured 34 anthropornetric variables, and
by direct oblimin transformation of six
signtficant principal components, has
established the existence of the latent
dimensions responsible for the volume
of the body, the quantity of the sub-
cutaneous fat, the longitudinal dimen-
sionality of head and face, the volu me
of wrists and distal parts of extrernities,
the transversal dimensionality of the
skeleton and the dimensionality of the
thorax, On the sarnple of 18 year-olđ
girls Hošek, Momirović and Stojano-
Vić"7 have proved the existence of two
factors responsible fOT the subcutaneous
body fat distribution, one for the trunk
and the other one for the extrernitles
fat distribution. The high correlation
between these two factors, however, is
an indication of the hypothesis about the
unique general factor of the subcuta-
neous body fat, probably in higher 01'-

der space, at least in the population of
18 year-old girls,

Because of the relatively smal! num-
bar and rahter heterogeneous informa-
tion about the latent structure of rnor-
phological characteristics of women, the
aim of this work has been defined as
an attempt to identify the latent gene-
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rators of morphological variability on
the population of young women, who
are in the phase of relative stabilization
of the rnorphological development. On
the presurnption which emerges from
the resuits of A. Hošek, Momirović and
Stojanović'" research, that in the fema-
les of this age very probably two diffe-
rent. although correlated generators of
the subcatuneous body fat do exist, and
by presumming that there are two dif-
ferent generators of body's volume: the
endomorphic and the mesomorphic ge-
nerator, what is evident from the obtai-
ned data of A. Hošek," the authors of
this work concieved the experiment, so
as to test the dimensionality of the rnor--
phological space. Therefore, the morpho-
logical dimensions' latent structure was
analysed, first in four and afterwards in
five dimesional space.

Meth()ds

A sample of 308 phenotypic healthy
women at the age from 19 to 27 years,
with the average age of 22 years and 8
months, was measured. This sarnple was
in certain degree posit ively selected with
regard to the psychophysical and edu-
cational status, so that the obtained re-
sults can be genera lized only to the hy-
pothetical population, defined by the
described features and on those seg-
rnents of the morphological domain,
which were included in the sample of
rnorphological measures. 33 anthropo-
metric measures were applied, on the
basis of which the Iollowing dirnensions
could be assessed : the longitudinal di-
mensionality of the skeleton, the trans-
versal dimensionality of the skeleton, the
volume and rnass of the body, and the
subcutaneous body fat, which have been
already established in researches of the
latent structure of morphological cha-
ractertstics.".' s.so- ••.24.,.

The fol!owing system of the anthropo-
metric measures was utilized: l. body
height (VISTJE), 2. body mass (MASTJE),
3. horizontal head circumference (OBG
LHO), 4. vertical head circumference
(OBGLVE), 5. chest circumference I (OB
GRUI), 6. chest circumference II (OBGRU
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II), 7. abdomen circumference (OBTR
BU), 8. hips circumference (OBKUKO),
9. upperarm circumferenee (OBNADL),
10. lower-arm circurnference (OBPODL),
11. upper-leg circurnference (OBNADK),
12. lower-Ieg circumf.erence (OBPOTK),
13. transversal head diameter (DIJTGL),
14. wrist diameter (DIRUZG), 15. knee
diameter (DIKOLE), 16. biacromial d ia-
meter (BIAKRO), 17. bideltoid diameter
(BIDELT), 18. bicristal diameter (BI
KRIS), 19. arms length (DUZRUK), 20.
legs lenght (DUZNOG), 21. feet length
(DUZSTO), 22. feet width (SIRSTO), 23.
cheek skinfold (NBOBRA), 24. chin
skinfold (NBBRA), 25. upper-arrn sk in-
fold (NBNAL), 26. back skinfold (NAB
LED), 27. arm-pit skinfold (NABPAZ),
28. lOth rib-chest skinfold (NABGRU), 29.
abdomen skinfold (NABTRB), 30. hips
skinfold (NABBOK), 31. patellar skinfold
(NABPAT), 32. popliteal skinfold (NAB
POP), 33. lower-Ieg skinfold (NABPTK).

Each measurement was taken th ree
times with the standard anthropornetrtc
instruments, accord ing to the method re-
commended by the International biolo-
gical programrne. The repeated measu-
rements were done with the identical
anthropometric instruments by the same
examiner, after completely fini.shed cy-
cle of the previous measurernent. The
results in every rnorphological measure,
were defined as the first principal com-
ponent of repeated measurements, res-
caled on the anti-image metrics.

The latent structure of the morpholo-
gical dimensions was established in ac-
cordance with the hypothesis, so that
the dirnens ional ity of the latent rnorpho-
logical space was fixed in advance on
four, and then on five. The basic solu-
tions were transformed the n in type I
of the orthoblique position.

ResuIts and discussion

The cornponent analysis of standardi-
zed variables obtained from all three
measurernents gave the resu Its represen-
ted at the following tables:

in Table 1. the intercorrelation ma-
trix of the anthropometric vat iables
is shown,

- the normalized eigenvectors and eigen ,
values are represented in Table 2.,
the principal components with co-
munali ties and cornponent's variances
can be seen in Table 3.,
in Table 4. orthoblique pattern mat-
rix and structure matrix are repre-
sented,
in T'able 5. there are intercorrelati-
oris of the orthoblique factors' to
which the data of factors' variances
are joined as well.

The intercorrelation matrix (Table 1.)
shows that on this sarnple of exami-
nees, and also on this sample of the
anthropometric measures, the well-
-known pregnant configuration of mor-
phological character istics appears : it is
obvious that three logical blocks have
been formed, of which the On.e with cir-
cular rneasures of trunk and extrernities
s the most hornogeneous one, after
which cornes the block with all measu-
res of subcutaneous body fat. The mea-
sures of transversal dimensions of ske-
leton again, as in some previous analy-
s·es,'·,'· have rather chaotic contiguratt-
on, br inging definitively into doubt the
existence of the particular factor res-
ponsible for bones th ickness. The abo-
ve-mentioned par ticular ly, because the
cephalometric measures correlations are
moderate and because the transversal
dirnensions of trunk do not make a ho-
mogeneous block; that is to say, the
connections between upper and lower
transversal axis are weak, and on the
other side, the dimensions of extremi-
ties' distal parts interfere in the whole
system in an inconsisterit way.

Some pecul iartties of vectors configu-
ration of the variables deserve to be
mentioned extra. Amongst thern, cer-
tainly, rernarkable are the connections
between chest circumferences and all
skinfolds, as well as all strong connec-
tions between circular dimensions and the
body fat measures in general. rf the
reason of relatively strong connections
between bideltoid diameter and circular
measures is clear on one side, because
they have the generator of muscular
mass quantity in common, on the other
side, it's surely not simple to explain the
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"TA'BLE 1 l~THE MATRIX OF LNTERCORRELATLON OF THE ANTHROPOiMETR'IC
VARIABLES

>-l
:r

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10· 11 12
(1)

oo
1. VISTJE 1.000 3
2. MASTJE .471 1.000 'oo
3.0BGLHO .281 .382 1.000 :::

(1)

4.0BGLVE .295 .440 .492 1.000 ;;.
5. OBGR'U1 .222 .712 .354 .233 1.000 >
6. OBGR<U2 .179 .587 .234 .328 .775 1.000 :::

"7.0BTRBU .259 .669 .339 .318 .678 .417 1.000 ~
8.0BKUKO .303 .766 .248 .<t53 .471 .431 .584 1.000 Ji>
9.0BNADL -.011 .717 .304 .241 .711 .515 .620 .542 1.000 o

10.0BPODL .130 .150 .304 .310 .698 .544 .579 .518 .838 1.000 ~11. OBNADK .183 .806 .335 .266 .750 .542 .696 .605 .798 .719 1.000
12.0BPODK .237 .814 .327 .31'5 .607 .472 .577 .552 .673 .719 .757 1.000 >;;.
13. DIJTGL .179 .296 .567 .494 .150 .116 .174 .204 .158 .183 .224 .252 (3
14. DIRUZG .377 .498 .275 .256 .364 .268 .321 .322 .320 .516 .287 .410 'o
15. DIKOLE .402 .633 .268 .326 .508 .535 .304 All .410 .496 .502 .621 ~
16. BIAKRO .293 .432 .157 .127 .078 -.089 .234 .344 .186 .275 .233 .294 o
17. BIĐELT .237 .661 .229 .132 .446 .224 .398 .484 .584 .571 .545 .511
18. BIKRIS .426 .469 .190 .255 .219 .153 .304 .457 .172 .250 .244 .316 '"ce
19. NAB08R .008 .404 .112 .100 .324 .193 .331 .200 .416 .367 .478 .349 '"
20. NABHRA .007 .359 .029 .158 .223 .365 .092 .284 .334 .256 .271 .261
21. NABNDL .030 .444 .122 .313 .303 .408 .221 .548 .471 .348 .35,5 .373

I
22. NABLED .028 .483 .120 .201 .481 .526 .332 .408 .513 .380 .484 .349
23. NABPAZ .051 .508 .119 .175 .447 .498 .363 .510 .518 .401 .486 .358
24. NABGRU .070 .420 .191 .139 .528 .566 .343 .333 .461 .342 .4157 .332
25. NABTRB .062 .282 .037 .194 .315 .558 .064 .324 .254 .17'5 .218 .161
26. NABBOK .098 .398 .106 .141 .462 .599 .223 .335 .393 .306 .451 .313
27. NA8PAT .032 .385 .063 .319 .177 .3'52 .073 .366 .281 .264 .265 .337



TABLE 1 cont, I?>
:I:

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 oen<

'"13. DIJTGL ""1.000
'"14. n.IRZUG .184 1.000 r:

15. DIKOLE .257 .428 1.000 ~
16. BIAKRO .207 .263 .052 1.000
17. BIDELT .156 .308 .282 .716 1.000 >-l

:r
18. BIKRIS .227 .402 .328 .411 .403 1.000 '"
Hl.·NABOiBR .166 .081 .106 .203 .299 .147 1.000 no
20. NABlBRA .013 .019 .224 .011 .263 .089 .395 1.000 3
21. NABNDL .043 .133 .438 -.106 .152 .044 .072 .459 1.000 'oo
22. NABLED .059 .054 .398 -.119 .204 .102 .373 .533 .601 1.000 "'"'23. NABPAZ .050 .121 .3'16 -.022 .248 .125 .365 .541 .575 .746 1.000 ~
24. NABGRU .047 .122 .448 -..267 .066 .087 .266 .486 .521 .718 .717 1.000 ;.-
25. NABTRB -.071 .049 .411 -.331 -.030 .061 .033 .514 .657 .656 .606 .722 ""26. NABiBOK -.002 .063 .481 -.222 .075 .033 .185 .426 .582 .713 .599 .673 I<
27.. NABPAT .102 .081 .429 .012 .071 .075 .146 .344 .592 .473 .424 .339 ~.
28. NABPOP .043 .101 .490 -.183 -.052 .064 -.010 .399 .664 .497 .441 .486 n
29. NABPTK .163 .130 .483 .015 .166 .050 .277 .420 .652 .467 .491 .410 ~30. DUZRUK .133 .340 .418 .160 .158 .335 -.151 .124 .183 .040 .081 .129
31. DUZNOG .160 .261 .332 .299 .223 .361 .059 .066 .045 .020 .027 .017 ;.-

"32. DUZSTO .225 .492 .340 .434 .409 .495 .097 .113 .059 .011 .152 .050 (5
33. SIRSTO .157 .422 .204 .576 :5'64 .359 .101 .155 .072 -.021 .115 -.046 'o

~
::;

j
I

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

25. NAiBTRB 1.000
26. NABBOK .771 1.000
27. NABPAT .464 .4!12 1.000
28. NABPOP .697 .605 .666 1.000
29. NABPTK .454 .489 .594 .580 1.000
30. DUZRUK .264 .182 .147 .338 .143 1.000
3'1. DUZNOG .041 .044 .038 .079 .080 .730 1.000
32. DUZSTO .005 .036 .021 .053 .132 .573 .549 1.000

<cl 33. SIRSTO -.084 .054 .032 -.036 .084 .261 .275 .611 1.000
<JI
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TABLE 2

THE NORMALIZED EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES O.)

1 2 3 4 5

1. VISTJE .112 .229 .342 -.Ql0 -.197
z. MASTJE .272 .125 -.038 -.036 .007
J.OBGLHO .120 .117 .003 .473 .078
4. OBGLVE .139 .058 .118 .389 .266
5.0BGRU1 .224 .018 -.156 .115 -.332
6.0BGRU2 .213 -.098 .019 .106 -.245
'I.OBTRBU .187 .113 -.201 .114 -.210
!l.OBKUKO .222 .064 -.002 -.066 .136
1I.0BNADL .226 -.011 -.287 .018 -.016

10.0BPODL .224 .073 -.212 .039 -.037
iL OBNADK .237 .040 -.223 .042 -.090
U. OBP01JK .229 .090 -.125 .039 .050
13. DIJTGL .085 .125 .027 .453 .268
14. DIRUZG .137 .184 .061 .059 -.07:i
1::>. DIKOLE .210 .009 .154 .116 -.046
lo. l:IIAKRO .072 .308 -.074 -.252 .277
1'1. BIDELT .164 .209 -.171 -.262 .111
18. BIKRIS .121 .205 .108 -.097 .028
19. NABOBR .119 .003 -.259 -.107 .053
20. NABBRA .146 -.153 .016 -.276 .134
21. NABNDL ..187 -.207 .098 -.047 .209

.;:<!. NABLED .198 -.226 -.034 -.080 -.047
23. NABPAZ .201 -.180 -.041 -.159 -.014
24. NABGRU .188 -.227 .013 .012 -.220
:i5. NABTRB .158 -.286 .193 -.068 -.085
26. NABBOK .183 -.244 .081 -.029 ~.152
21. NABPAT .150 -.170 .119 -.015 .356
28. NABPOP .150 -.232 .264 .006 .184
29. NABPTK .181 -.147 .051 -.001 .30ti
30. DUZRUK .106 .132 .437 -.065 -.141
31. DUZNOG .097 .211 .329 -.080 -.168
32. DUZSTO .138 .263 .188 -.117 -.039
33. SIRSTO .116 .252 -.003 -.247 .143

11.4490 4.9360 2.9850 1.7054 1.6278

sional solution, with its first three fac-
tors, acts almost as a school-example of
the morphological pattern, which has
been identified on the samples from the
populations of men, children of different
age, even of women, in earlier resear-
ches, the possibility of identification of
eventual latent generators of sof t tissue
distribution in females constitution im-
ply on more detailed analysis of five-di-
mensional morphological space. There-
tore we have explained here all five re-
tained principal cornponents with com-
muna1ities after the extraction of four,
and afterwards of five components, as
well as pattern, structure and intercor-

systematic connections between feet
width and all circular measures, in par-
ticular the unusually high conneetion
between feet width and measures of
upper transversal axis. It seerns- spe-
cially when we take into consideration
the connection of feet length with the
upper transversal axis, that a part of
the causes should be searched in the do-
mination of the andromorphic types in
this sample of the examinees.

The component analysis of latent struc-
ture of morphological characteri.stics has
been carrted out separately in a space
of four and of five morphological di-
mensions, Although the first four-dimen-
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relations of four and, extra of five fac-
tors.

The structure of the first component
(Table 3.), which is responsible for
34,7% of the total variance of morpho-
logical measures, behaves similarly to
the latent dimensions obtained in the
other sam ples of examinees, and that
is, as the general factor of growth and
development. With the exception of head

diameter and biacromlal diameter, there
are hardly some rnorphological charac-
teristics, which are not in high, or at
least, moderate correlation with this di-
mension. But, the rank of characteri-
stics, taking part in the structure of
growth and development general factor
differs considerably. in this population,
from the structure of the factor in the
men's population of sirnilar age",~. In

TABLE 3

THE MATRIX OF THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS, COMMUNALITIES AFTER
THE EXTRACTION OF FOUR (h2(4» AND FIVE (h2(5» COMPONENTS AND

VARIANCES OF COMPONENTS

VARIABLE/
FACTOR 2 3 4 5

1. VISTJE
2. MASTJE
3.0BGLHO
4. OBGLVE
5.0BGRU1
6.0BGRU2
7.0BTRBU
8.0BKUKO
9.0BNADL

10.0BPODL
11. OBNADK
12.0BPODK
:3. DIJTGL
14. DIRUZG
15. DIKOLE
ie. BIAKRO
17. BIDELT
18. BIKRIS
19. NABOBR
20. NABBRA
21. NABNDL
22. NABLED
23. NABPAZ
24. NABGRU
25. NABTRB
~6. NABBOK
27. NABPAT
28. NABPOP
29. NABPTK
30. DUZRUK
31. DUZNOG
32. DUZSTO
33. SIR:STO

.378
.921
.405
.472
.758
.7,20
.632
.752
.764
.757
.802
.773
.287
.464
.709
.242
.5'53
.409
.404
.496
.63,3
.669
.679
.635
.534
.618
..507
.506
.613
.3,58
.329
.466
.393

.508
.277
.261
.130
.039

-.219
.251
.142

-.024
.163
.088
.201
.278
.409
.000
.684
.464
.455
.006

-.339
-.460
-.503
-.399
-.505
-.636
-.543
-.378
-.516
-.327

.293

.470

.585

.560

.591
-.066

.005

.204
-.269

.034
-.347
-.003
-.497
-.367
-.385
-.216

.047

.106

.266
-.128
-.295

.187
-.413

.028

.163
-.058
-.070

.023

.334

.139

.206

.457

.088

.756

.568

.325
-.005

-.013
-.047

.617

.509

.150

.138

.149
-.086

.023

.051

.055

.050

.592

.077

.151
-.329
-.342
-.126
-.139
-.360
-.061
-.lO4
-.207

.015
-.089
-.038
-.020

.008
-.001
-.085
-.105
-.153
-.323

-.251
.010
.099
.339

-.424
-.313
-.268

.174
-.020
-.048
-.115

.064

.342
-.096
-.059

.353

.141

.03,5

.068

.171

.267
-.059
-.017
-.281
-.109
-.194

.454

.235

.390
-.180
-.215
-.049

.182

.751

.932

.613

.540

.672

.586

.605

.592

.831

.737

.802

.688

.513

.399

.596

.651

.726

.425

.354

.491

.643

.715

.668

.658

.809

.698

.443

.731

.491

.792

.662

.689

.573

.814

.932

.623

.655

.881

.684

.677

.623

.831

.739

.816

.692

.629

.409

.600

.776

.746

.427

.358

.521

.714

.719

.668

.737

.821

.736

.649
_787
.643
.824
.708
.691
_600

02

"/.F(4)
OfoF(5)
O/.T

11.499
54.3
50.4
34.7

4.936
23.4
21.7
15.0

2.985
14.2
13.1
9.0

1.705
8.1
7.5
5,2

1.628

7.2
4.9

(the variance is Dlarked with at; the percent of the total factor's varlance is marked with -,eF;
the percent of tne total varlance of sistem is marked with 'I,T)
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morphia, picnomorphia, it is the usual
consequenco of general growth and de-
velopmen t factor's par tialling from the
total morphological variance. This morp-
hological structure, or even this morpho-
logical type= in which the above average
bone's growth in length and witdh is ac-
companied with the under average fat,
on all registered body parts, is charac-
teristical in both, men's and women's
populations, and can be frequently me!
in young persons, by the end of the gro-
wing-up and development period, and
before so called mature age. However,
contrary to the structure of the thi rd
principal component, which, by exterior
Ieatures gives the impression of the si-
milar constitution, skeletornorph ic fea-
tures show certain stabil ity- even at ma-
ture age. This, natural ly, because the
skeletomorphic pattern, even in women,
has relatively high level of the ecosta-
brlity, or relative independence from the
exogenous factors.

Almost identical combination of the
skeleton's longitudinal measures, also on
the positive pole, but with a bit higher
magnitudes, is present in the third pr in-
cipal component. Differently from the
second component, the negative pole is
here defined with the circumferences,
before all with those on the extrern ities.
The measures of subcutaneous body fat
have correlations close to zero, but sv-
sternatica lly positive ; popliteal and ab-
domen skinfold have even cornparati-
vely high positive correlation with the
third principal component. Neither this
rnorphological type- which only gives the
impression similar to the skeletomorphic
one, is not unknown and can be inter-
preted as the Ieptomorphia-mesornor-
phia. The above average skeleton's Ion-
gitudinal dirnensronality, in combination
with the under average mesomorphic
components of both, upper and lower
extremities, to all appearance, in the
function of age, tends towards the eon-
stitutional balance by mild and gradual
formation of subcutaneous body fat on

A. Hošek et. al.: The Component Analysis, Coll. Antropol. 10 (1986) 1: 91-105

female youth population, as well as in
the population of men, body weight and
all circumference measures dominant1y
determine the general factor of growth
and development. Here starts and fini-
shes every resemblance between women
and men. The following coeffieients, fol-
lowing by size magnitude in the obtai-
ned strueture in girls, refer to all rnea-
surernents of the subcutaneous Oody fat.
This seems to be quite understandable
when we know, that the subeutaneous
Oody fat measures are subsumed in the
circumference measures (at least of tho-
se circumferences which are located as
the anthropometrie zones of the Oody
for mcrphological measurements). The
above-mentioned confirms, once more
again, the TUle of the more harmonie
body constitution in women27,80-3., in
contrast to the men, in whom, as it
seems, the body fat evades ever attempt
of discovering the rules and mechanism
and, eventually to them under laying g·e-
nerators which could be responsible for
its distribution. In men, these measures
are the last ones acccrding to magnitu-
de of participation in the structure of
growth and development general factor
and that means, far away from the mea-
sures of longitudinal and transversal
skeleton dimensions.

In the population of gir ls, to the Ion-
gitudinal measures of bones the respon-
sibility for this factor's structure can
hardly be attributed. Only the modera-
te magnitude of their correlations with
the first principal component, allows
that the structure of general factor of
growth and development in women has
to be ascribed, in the first place, (be-
sides the weight) to the quantity and
distribu tion of soft tissues.

The second pr incipal cornponent, with
the 15% of total varianee is, of course,
the bipolar one. On the positive pole, it
is defined practically with all skeleton's
measures, especially with the biacromial
diameter, feet length and width, and
height, meanwhile, on the negative pole,
with all measures of the subcutaneous
body fat. This type of the second com-
ponerit's structure is not a bit new or
uncommon. Identified as the skeleto-
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.•The principal components perrntt the
taxonomical approach in the interpretation.
also.
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those body zones, where it can be achi-
eved in the easiest way under the in-
fluence of the exogenous factors.

The fourth principal component is in
the first place defined, on its positive
pole, with the cephalornetr ic characte-
rist ics. On the other side, the important
negative projections of biacromial and
bideltoid diarneter, chin skinfolds and
feet width can not be avoided. Although
it is, because of the relatively small va-
rianee of this component (5,2%), possible
to talk about the specificity of head's
measures, the presence of the mentioned
measures of skeleton's transversal di-
mensional ity, to which the under ave-
rage chin skinfold is joined also, allows
the hypothesis that the asthenomorphia
is the next possible structure in the fe-
male youth population, after the parti-
alling of the previous three mor phologi-
cal combinations.

Because the fifth principal component
is responsible for very small part of to-
tal var iance (4,9%), its conftgu ration
(asthenic chest, big head, broad schoul-
ders and fat legs) does not deserve spe-
cial attention, even as a potential possi-
biIity of the morphologtcal pattern (at
least, when it is a qucstion of the po-
pulation that is called the more attrac-
tive sex).

The orthoblique tr.msforrnation of the
first four principal components ITable
4.(4)1 has produced three easiIy recog-
nizable dirnensions- present in almost
all tili now analysed populations, plus
one dimension which has been, so far,
rarely a subiect of factoral or compo-
nent analysis, because of its specific po-
sition, related to the remaining morpho-
logical measures.

The first dimension is, without doubt,
the factor of subcutaneous body fat. It
is defined by all measures of body fat
(except the cheek skinfold), to which
again, is in almost all past sirrular re-
searches, have been added knee diame-
ter and chest circumference. The stable
mechanism, that is responsible for the
quantity and the distr ibution of subcu-
taneous oody fat and that acts as an in-
dependent generator of the adipose com-
ponents, particularly of those which
have the exogenous origrn, exists in the

women's population of this age, also.
That is, although practically all the body
fat measures have maximal projections
on this dirnension, the abdomen skin-
fold is in this system the superior one
(0,99) and does not permit any diIemma,
refering to the constitutional or exoge-
nous domination in function of this ge-
nerator. With regard to the knee diame-
ter .every attempt done to explain its
position on the subcutaneous body fat
Iactor (in men and in the population of
children tilI 17 years, too) has, by this
time, remained unsuccessful. lt remained
only at the level of the hypothesis that
bone's growth in width, an specialIy of
those in knee-joint rone, js Iar more
connected with the development and
number of fat cells,than with other bo-
ne's growth in width'*

Although in this population the sub-
cutaneous body fat dimension is per-
fectly dear and distinctIy defined, be-
cause of the anthropometric reasons, we
should pay attention to the chest cir-
cumference (2) (the niveau of the mam-
ma's base), which, in this system of the
variables, acts better as a subcutaneous
body fat measure than body vol.ume's
measure. But, si nee the here present
sk infolds are incomparably better mea-
sures of the subcutaneous body fat fac-
tor, it seems that it would not have
brought to the significant loss of the in-
formabion if both, the experimenters and
the examinees, have been liberated f.rom
the effort related to this morphological
measure's registrat ion.

The second dimension is, by all means,
circular body dimensionality. Before all,
it's defined with the bideltoid and bia-
crornial diameter, and af terwards with
all other crrcumference meas ures (with
the exception of head crrcurnferences),
body weight, Ieet width, wr ist diameter
and, partially, with bicristal diameter.

• Owing to the fact that this pnenornenon
appears systematically in almost all similar
researches, what excludes the presymption of
the eventual measurement error of specificity
of certain examinees' sample, it is necessary,
Dr to be more exact, tr's high time to exami-
ne the knee diameter's behavtou r in the eon-
stellation of other morpnotogtcat measures.
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TABLE 4 (5)

PATTERN AND STRUCTURE MATRIXES OF THE ORTHOBLIQUE FACTORS
IN FIVE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE

VARIBALEI
FACTOR 5

PATTERN
234 5

STRUCTURE
2 3 4

1. VISTJE
2. MASTJE
3.OBGLHO
4.0BGLVE
5.0BGRU1
6.0BGRU2
7. OBTRBU
8.0BKUKO
9.0BNADL

lO. OBPODL
Il. OBNADK
12.0BPODK
13. DIJTGL
14. DIRUZG
15. DIKOLE
16. BIAKRO
17. BIDELT
18. BIKRIS
19. NABOBR
20. NABBRA
21. NABNDL
22. NABLED
23. NABPAZ
24. NABGRU
25. NABTRB
26. NABBOK
27. NABPAT
28. NABPOP
zs. NABPTK
30. DUZRUK
31. DUZNOG
32. DUZSTO
33. SIRSTO

.301

.359
-.185
-.:«i8

.867

.821
.518
.133
.423
.368
.506
.222

-.551
.168
.402

-.520
.002
.009
.156
.278
.202
.659
.594
.889

.704.
.801

-.143
.183

-.035
.312
.271
.097

-.177

-.141
.591
.090
.116
.155

-.134
.382
.534
.609
.589
.531
.587
.199
.238

-.012
.951
.931
.366
.559
.266
.088
.032
.176

-.243
-.408
-.268

.162
-.249

.263
-.303
-.101

.319

.739

.855
.175

-.023
.065

-.098
.005

-.099
.121

-.375
-.171
-.208
-.044
-.033

.338

.257
.279
.099
.455

-.291
-.044
-.083
-.209
-.146
-.130

.053
-.055
-.066

.116
-.124

.888

.829

.671
.368

-.140
.031

-.134
.294

-.474
-.123
-.466

.264
-.107
-.167
-.203
-.003

.106
-.170

.131
.144
.011
.030

-.006
.523
.660
.277
.302
.050
.429
.218
.795
.739
.671
.114

-.078
-.032

.104

.110

.116

.846

.784

.208

.225

.217
.068
.097
.153
.146
.194
.844
.195
.325

-.259
-.292
-.022
-.133
-.335

.072
-.060
-.169

.048
-.037

.008

.143

.158

.162

.037
-.008
-.034
-.249

.258

.737

.209

.243

.787

.801

.560
.580
.695
.637
.721
.606
.024
.311
.643

-.085
.328
.221
.348
.521
.633
.782
.752
.812
.718
.787
.434
.543
.531
.291
.221
.259
.142

.277

.875

.372

.351

.602

.366

.661
.694
.750
.777
.771
.775
.323
.486
.424
.664
.823
.488
.494
.294
.274
.305
.387
.191

-.013
.142
.230
.030
.363
.124
.247
.531
.647

.863
.382
.194
.250
.058
.071
.101
.280

-.159
.052
.006
.174
.185
.464
.347
.444
.284
.550

-.161
-.052
-.054
-.188
-.114
-.137
-.043
-.090
-.024

.069
-.040

.827

.817

.757

.498

.008
.319
.019
.331
.073
.368

-.078
.411
.231
.148
.179
.240
.074

-.008
.430

-.113
.029
.054
.114
.608
.802
.625
.599
.520
.750
.624
.780
.850
.733
.227
.025
.024
.008

.354
.622
.751
.753
.555
.538
.498
.487
.475
.524
.540
.568
.684
.421
.618
.032
.170
.269
.137
.068
.384
.315
.263
.363
.260
.333
.360
.371
.431
.292
.252
.312
.124

Though these four, and specially the
first three Iactors- can he considered
doubtlessly the fundamental generators
of the morphological variability, their
possible variance, when the opportuni-
ty of the transformation in polydirnen-
sional space is given to them, show cer-
tain specif ic modalities of generating
also different morphological patterns.
When the orthoblique transforrnation of
the first five components /Table 4. (5)1
is done, it can he seen that otherwise
stable dirnensions of subcutaneous body
fat and circular dirnensionality of the
body, tend towards differential patterns
on trunk and extrernities. The distribu-
tion of the subcutaneous body fat ge-
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nerate in two dirnensions: the first one,
saturated with all measures of body fat
on trunk, both rneasures of the chest
circumference and abdornen circumte-
renee included, and the second one, sa-
turated with the meas ures of subcuta-
neous fat tissue on upper and lower ex-
tremites and with the measure of the
fat on the chin. Although these dirnen-
sions, the first one interpreted as the
gynomorphic morphological pattern and
the second one as the subcutaneous fat
on the extremittes, are mutually in high
correlatton ITable 5. (5), the factors 1
and 41 (.50), it is clear that, in the wo-
men population of this age, two subge-
nerators of subcutaneous body fat va-
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riability ex ist, which are likely under
different influence of the genetic and
exogenous variance.

The circular dimensionality of the bo-
dy, identified under the four-dimensio-
naJ component model, in the system of
five morphological factors, has separa-
ted in two subsystems. The first one, de-
fined by the eh-est and abdomen circum-
ferences, joined the previous ly interpre-
ted factor of the gynomorphia. The se-
cond one was defined by extrernites and
hip circumferences and hip and shoul-
ders width as well. Such a structure, by
all, di:rects to the mesomorphic rnorpho-
logical pattern, that is, to the develop-
ment of the muscular system on extre-
mities and shoulders- in which the ge-
nerator of circular body dimensionality
dorninates. This hypothesis is confirmed
by low and statistically irrelevant cor-
relation between this factor and the
subcutaneous body fat Iactor on the ex-
tremities.

The fourth and fifth dimension in five-
-dimensional system remained unchan-
geable in relation to the previous ana-
Iysis. There is no doubt that no trans-
formation of the iniciai system of di-
mensions, can disorder Qr bring into do-
ubt the existence and the independence
of the generator of Iongitudinal dimen-
sionality of skeleton, or dirninish the
specificity of cephalic measures, which
determine the volu me of head.

Conclusinn

The analysis of the latent structure
of morphological charactertstics, on the
sample from the population of young
growri-up women, was carried out us ing
principal cornponent analysis. By this
analysis, in four-dimensional and after-
wards, in five-dimensional latent space,
the well defined factor of skeleton's lon-
gitudinal dimensionality, whose existen-

TABLE 5 (4)

INTERCORRELATION OF FACTORS IN FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPACE AND
FACTOR VARIANCES

2 3

1 1.000
2 .396 1.000
3 .122 .:3'10 1.000
4 .346 .469 .29-3
01 &.26511 6.4477 3.7>807
%F 39.2 30.6 117.9
"loT 25.0 19.5 11.5

4

1.000
2.5&18

12.3
7.8

(o! = variance, 4',F = the percent of factor's variance; 't,T = the percent of total variance)

TABLE 5 (5)
INTERCORRELATION OF FACTORS IN FIVE-DI'MENSIONAL

SPACE AND FACTOR VARIANCE

1 2 3 4 5

1 1.000
2 .496 1.000
3 ,055 .27'3 1.000
4 .539 .113 -,035 1.000
5 .500 .461'7 .234 .287 2.9.()70
02 6.61110 5.8373 3.7656 3.5822 12.8
"!oF 29.1 25.7 16,6 15.8 8.8
"loT 20.0 17.7 11.4 io.s 1.000

(at = variance, .',F = the per cent of factor's varlance; ',.T = the per cent of total variance)
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ce has been proved in the large nurnber
of previous researches, was identified.

In the system of five morphological
fac tors , the factor of subcutaneous bo-
dy fat has been divided in two distinct,
but highly connected factors. One of
them can be considered the generator of
differential accumulation of subcuta-
neous fat on trunk, meanwhile the other
one can be seen as the generator of dif-
ferential accumulation of subcutaneous
fat on extremities. Of course, all factors
of subcutaneous body fat can he inter-
preted as latent generators of body fat
accumulation.

The factor of body's crrcular dirnen-
sionality appears in the four-dirnensional
space as general factor, to which some
meas ures for transversal dimension of
long bones' distal parts and the .measu-
res of trunk's transversal dirnensions ha-
ve been attributed. This configuxation of
the volurninosity's factors, the dirnensi-
on which in this sample has been the
nearest one to the general factor of
growth, has been sirni lar to the configu-
rations of those Iactors obtained in ot-
her researches, too. But, in the five-di-
mensional space the factor of body's cir-
cular dimensionality has been divided
in two speciai modalities, typical for
this sarnple of the examinees. The first
one is the mesornorphic variation of vo-
lurninosity's factor, which owes its exis-
tence to the presenee of large number
of subjects with andrornorphic body's
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KOMPONENTNA ANALIZA MORFOLOSKIH KARAKTERISTIKA ZENA

SAZETAK

U cilju utvrđivanja latentnih morfoloških karakteristika mladih odraslih žena,
analizirani su rezultati dobijeni na uzorku od 308 ispitanica, u dobi 19 do 27 godina.
Analizom su obuhvaćene 33 manifestne morfološke karakteristike izabrane tako da
pokrivaju prvi nivo strukturalnog modela, koji pretpostavlja da varijabi1itet i ko-
varijabilitet manifestn:ih morfoloških karakteristika zavisi od latentnih generatora
odgovornih za longitudinalnu dimenzionalnost skeleta, transverzaInu dimenzionalnost
skeleta, volumen i masu tijela i masno tkivo. Analiza latentne strukture morfološk.ih
karakteristika izvedena. je pod komponentnim modelom. Inicijalne solucije trans-
formirane su u orthoblique poziciju u skladu s modelom nezavisnih grupa. Pod raz-
ličito dimenzionirantm latentnirn prostorima, prvo u četverodimenzionalnom, a zatim
u petodimenzionalnorn, identificiran je dobro definiran faktor Iongitudinalne dimen-
zionalnosti skeleta. Faktor masnog tkiva, identificiran pod četverodirnenzionalnirn
komponentnim modelom, u sistemu pet morfoloških faktora razdvojio se u dva po-
sebna, rr:eđusobno visoko povezana faktora: generator diferencijalnog gomilanja
masnog tkiva na trupu i generator diferencijalnog gomilanja masnog tkiva na eks-
tremitetima. Faktor cirkularne dimenzionalnosti tijela, izoliran pod četverodimen-
zionalnim komponentnim modelom, kao generalni faktor kome su bile pridružene
i neke mjere transverzalnih dimenzija trupa i ekstremiteta, razdvojio se u sistemu
od pet morfoloških faktora u dva posebna modaliteta: mezomorfna varijacija i gino-
morfna varijacija faktora voluminoznosti. U oba prostora izolirana je i jedna sub-
komponenta transverzalne dimenzionalnosti skeleta, definirana kefalometrijskim
varijablama, Faktor transverzalne dimenzionalnosti skeleta nije izoliran ni u četvero-
dimenzionalnom ni u petodimenzionalnom prostoru.
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